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Abstract: Urbanization of forested areas increases the surface of wildland–urban interface (WUI),
where fire is the primary hazard for humans and ecosystems. We determined the WUI using a novel
approach in NW Patagonia, Argentina and evaluated its relationship with the fire ignition points.
The WUI expands a greater distance on upslopes, where the rate of fire spread is highest. The WUI
reaches the maximum distance under the most hazardous conditions: houses surrounded by fuel
with steep slopes towards them. In the Bariloche district in 2021, the WUI included 81% of the houses
and occupied 37% (11,006 ha) of the total study area. Between 2015 and 2021, 77% of fire ignitions
occurred in the WUI, highlighting the relevance of urban growth planning and the management of
fuel load in order to reduce wildfire risk.
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1. Introduction

The wildland–urban interface (WUI) is defined as areas where houses border or
intermingle with wildland vegetation [1]. WUI fires are a frequent concern in fire-prone
ecosystems [2], fueled by urban expansion into forest areas, climate change, and changes in
land use [3]. Their impacts on communities are severe; in the US, the number of houses
destroyed by fire per year increased by 300% between 1990 and 2014 [4]. Around 90% of
ignitions are anthropogenic [5] and the global trend toward the expansion of the WUI raises
the probability of fires. Warmer and drier conditions in some regions increase the frequency
of fires, examples of this are the fires of 2017–18 in Portugal and Greece and 2019–20 in
Australia [6–8]. Extreme wildfires have occurred in northwestern Patagonia, Argentina,
during the hot and dry seasons in 2011–2012 [9] and in 2021 two wildfires burned 500
houses in the cities of Lago Puelo and El Hoyo.

Studies have focused on mapping the WUI and its application for management and
planning (e.g., [1,10,11]). The delimitation of the WUI can be used to plan urban expansion
and to manage fuel treatment in areas of high hazard. The different methodologies for
the WUI delimitation can be grouped into zonal and point-based approaches [10]. Zonal
methods, mainly applied in the US, use aggregated data such as census blocks (smallest
area with houses information) and vegetation maps [1]. The US WUI definition indicates
that a populated area can be categorized as WUI if it contains a given house density
(>6.17 houses/km2) within a maximum distance from large patches of wildland vegetation.
This method excludes less dense blocks; however, studies indicate that isolated or scattered
houses are more vulnerable to fires [11,12]. Point-based approaches employ the exact
location of houses and require the determination of an area around them [10,11,13]; this
area can be constant [10,13] or variable depending on vegetation characteristics related to
fire hazard [14,15].
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Fire hazard depends on fuel variables (load, continuity, flammability) and topography
(i.e., the slope). Fire advances downslope at practically the same rate as on flat terrain,
while upslope of 25–30◦ the rate of fire spread increases exponentially [16]. Although some
studies incorporate the fire hazard in the delimitation of the WUI [14,15], none have taken
the slope into account until now.

In this work, our general objective was to generate a WUI map applicable to fire
prevention management and human and structure protection plans. We developed a new
methodology for mapping the WUI based on a building footprint global database [17]. The
local extension of the WUI varies depending on the slope, reaching the maximum width
under the most hazardous conditions. Finally, to assess the WUI obtained with this method,
we quantified the houses in the WUI and the WUI-located ignitions over the last six years,
and we compared our results with other studies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area (30,141 ha) covers the district of Bariloche (41◦09′ S 71◦18′ W) (Figure 1),
the most populated city of northwestern Patagonia, Argentina (146,000 inhabitants, census
2022), located along the southern shore of Nahuel Huapi lake. Bariloche district has a
perimeter of more than 40 km surrounded by the Nahuel Huapi National Park (700,000 ha)
and the extensive derived WUI that borders the protected area.
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The climate in the study area is temperate Mediterranean, with dry summers and
rainfall in autumn-winter. The average temperature in Bariloche is 8 ◦C and the mean
annual precipitation is 1344 mm. The dominant vegetation is the mixed Nothofagus dombeyi
and Austrocedrus chilensis forests in the southwestern sectors, Nothofagus pumilio forests
above 1000 m, and monospecific shrublands of Nothofagus antarctica and mixed N. antarctica,
Lomatia hirsuta and Schinus patagonicus to the northeast [18]. In disturbed sites, exotic
species such as Pinus spp. and Pseudotsuga menziesii are found [19].

Tourism and recreation are the main economic activities of Bariloche and the anthropic
pressure in the city is increasing due to an accelerated urban expansion. Between 1999 and
2005, more than 45% of fires in Patagonia occurred near Bariloche, with 97% of them of
anthropic origin [20].

2.2. Data Sources and Preprocessing

We obtained the vegetation cover from a classification map of forest types and land
cover updated to 2017, carried out by the Andean Patagonian Forest Research and Extension
Center (CIEFAP) from Spot 5, Landsat TM, ETM+ and OLI images [21]. The map in vector
format has a spatial resolution of 10 m.
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We generated a digital terrain model (DTM) from contour lines of the National Ge-
ographic Institute of Argentina, with altitude changes of 50 m. We used 82,397 random
points along the contour lines to generate a DTM of 10 m resolution by interpolation with
the inverse distance weighting method. We defined the optimal power parameter for the
interpolation by cross-validation, with power values between 0.01 and 10 with increments
of 0.01, resulting in an optimal value of 4.91 with a mean absolute error of 0.001 m. We
carried out this procedure using the R programming language and the spatstat, raster, rgdal
and Metrics libraries.

To represent human presence, we derived the location of individual houses from a high-
quality building footprint global database developed by Microsoft [17]. This data product
is generated using deep neural network with segmentation techniques to trace the shape
of individual buildings from high-resolution imagery data from 2014–2021 (~50 cm) and
has been used successfully in other WUI studies from California [22,23], Montana [24], and
the US [25], as it simplifies the procedure by eliminating the need to apply a house density
threshold. The product contains over 6 million polygons of computer-generated building
footprints for Argentina in GeoJSON format. We visually inspected the layer using Google
Earth images of high spatial resolution updated to 2022, to eliminate possible false positives
and digitized missing houses, since the Microsoft product does not completely cover the
Argentine territory. We extracted the centroids of the polygons to reduce computation time
in the WUI delimitation.

We used ignition data from historical records of the Forest Fire Prevention and Fighting
Service of Río Negro (SPLIF) for the period 2015–2021 (unpublished data).

2.3. WUI Mapping Method

We extracted the fuel classes from the vegetation map, including forests, forest plan-
tations, grasslands, shrublands, and wetlands [10,26]. We classified the other categories
as non-fuel (horticultural crops, ice or snow, lakes, rock, urban and infrastructure areas,
and unclassified areas). We excluded urban parks by filtering isolated areas of vegetation
smaller than 20 ha, then we rasterized the polygons and reclassified the fuel cells with
value 1 and non-fuel cells with 2.

To map the WUI, we used a cost distance function of ArcGIS 10.4 software that enables
the delimitation of variable areas according to conditions defined by the user. The tool uses
the housing location, the raster of fuels, the DTM and a factor that varies with the slope
(Equation (1)). Previous studies in NW Patagonia indicate that fire spreads more easily on
20–35◦ slopes [27,28]. To represent this, a constant factor of 2 was applied to slopes less
than 20◦, the factor decreases to 1 for slopes greater than 20◦ towards houses and becomes
infinity for slopes greater than 80◦. Thus, the WUI expands a greater distance on upslopes
and stops if it encounters a physical barrier. The interface reaches a maximum distance of
500 m under the most hazardous condition (houses surrounded by fuel with steep slopes
towards them). This distance has been used in previous studies for the region [26,29] and
other parts of Argentina [30] because it gives the optimal relation between the number of
houses and the WUI area [10]. We considered populated but non-wildland areas as WUI if
they are up to 500 m from large vegetated areas (>20 ha). This avoids including too many
houses that make the map less useful for planning fuel reduction treatments (e.g., in urban
areas where they are not needed).

distance = ∑
1
2

(fi + fj) VFij 10 m (1)

In Equation (1), fi is the value of one cell of the fuel raster (1: fuel, 2: non-fuel) that
surrounds each house and fj is the value of the adjacent cell, VFij is the factor of the slope
between both cells and 10 m is the raster resolution. For diagonal cells, the equation is
multiplied by

√
2, a factor that arises from the geometry of the diagonal inter-cell movement.

The calculation stops when the maximum distance of 500 m is reached.
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2.4. WUI Areas and Ignitions Occurrence

We quantified the number of ignitions that occurred between 2015 and 2021 in the WUI.
We filtered ignitions that occurred on wildland vegetation, leaving out those corresponding
to structural fires (e.g., houses, cars; without including wildland vegetation), and calculated
the proportion of ignitions that occurred inside the WUI areas.

3. Results and Discussion

We extracted 48,186 building polygons within the study area from the Microsoft build-
ings database. The number of houses reported by the 2010 national census for Bariloche
is 34,867. We eliminated 780 polygons corresponding to non-residential constructions
(garbage dump, quarries, hypermarkets, power plants) and false positives. The latter were
isolated and mainly distributed in mountainous areas and roads. In some cases, large
stones and docks were assigned as houses. We manually digitized 2844 missing houses,
either because they were built after the date of the image used in that zone, or the product
was not generated for that area (mainly on the east side of the study area). After this
preprocessing, the total number of houses was 50,250.

The wildland-urban interface occupies 37% of Bariloche district (11,006 ha) and con-
tains 81% (40,649) of total houses (Figure 1). Other studies from NW Patagonia showed
similar results, with the WUI areas from the cities of El Bolsón and Esquel containing
97% of the houses in both cases [26,29]. Although in these studies the authors used a
different methodology to map the WUI, the relative percentage of houses within interface
areas of NW Patagonia is higher than other regions. For example, in Córdoba, Argentina,
approximately 15% of the Sierras Chicas region is considered WUI containing 52% of the
houses [30]. A recent study showed that the WUI in California contains 45.13% of total
houses [23]. In south-central Chile, the WUI includes only 20.6% of the houses [31].

The fire database of Río Negro SPLIF registered 1134 ignitions between 2015 and 2021.
We obtained 1050 ignition points after eliminating the records without location coordinates
and filtering those that occurred in wildland vegetation (forests, shrubland or grassland).
Some 807 ignitions (77% of the total) occurred in the WUI. Previous studies in the region
support this result, indicating that a significant proportion of fires occur in the vicinity of
urbanizations [27,28]. In El Bolsón and Esquel cities, 77% and 65% of the ignitions were
located in the WUI [26,29]. Particularly in Esquel, 80% of the ignitions located in the WUI
were concentrated in the southern part of the WUI. Similarly, Figure 1 shows that ignitions
are not evenly distributed, but concentrate south-center of the study area, particularly on
the southeast border of Bariloche WUI. This pattern may result from socio-economical
conflicts present in this zone of the WUI that could be analyzed in depth; nevertheless there
are some studies about this issue [32,33].

The relationship between the WUI and the occurrence of ignitions is consistent through-
out the literature. In France, the interface presents a higher density of ignitions, especially in
isolated and scattered houses [11]. In Galicia, Spain, in all land uses within the WUI, except
agricultural areas, there is a high presence of ignitions [34]. A study from California shows
that the WUI obtained without using a house density threshold captures the majority of
ignitions from 2010–2019 (86.25%) compared to the WUI delimited using census data (66.5%
of the ignitions) [23]. In south-central Chile, the WUI delimited with a national definition
based on risk thresholds captured a higher proportion of the ignitions compared to the
WUI obtained with the US-based approach that applies a 6.17 houses/km2 threshold [31].

4. Conclusions

We have developed a methodology for mapping the WUI with variable extensions
based on the slope. The Microsoft building footprint product allows a spatially precise
delimitation of the interface, without the necessity for a house density-based WUI defini-
tion. The WUI obtained with this method reaches a maximum extension around houses
surrounded by fuel on steep slopes towards them. The WUI areas obtained could be
applied for fire prevention and fuel management since they consider the chances that a
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wildfire reaches a house. With this method, the wildland–urban interface is defined as the
area where houses are bordering or within 500 m of wildland vegetation patches of at least
20 ha.

The WUI of Bariloche presents similar characteristics to other interface areas of NW
Patagonia in terms of the proportion of houses contained in the WUI. Unlike other parts
of Argentina and the world, NW Patagonia seems characterized by a high percentage of
houses within interface areas. In this region, urbanizations are placed in wildland areas,
dominated by forests and shrublands. In the future, the development of Patagonian fuel
models can be incorporated to characterize the fire hazard in the WUI.

The study demonstrates the high concentration of fire ignition points in WUI areas, that
can become hazardous wildfires. Increased ignition occurrence in WUI areas results from
anthropic activities in the landscape, represented by the proximity to human settlements.
In the future, the pattern of ignitions and its relation to different factors can be evaluated to
optimize fire prevention programs based on the causes of ignitions.
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